Managed AS2 Services

Q

uick and simple supply chain connectivity …
… See how AS2 communications with trading partners just got easier
As trading communities look for improved ways to exchange
information, they seek to capitalize on efficient, real-time, reliable and
secure technologies for data transport. That’s why Applicability
Statement 2 (AS2) has emerged as an industry-endorsed protocol,
especially for the retail industry.

Key Benefits of Managed AS2
Services
• Deploy quickly with our rapid set-up services
• Stay current with the latest certified AS2
software releases
• Simplify operations
infrastructure
and
management

by employing our
digital
certificate

• Manage your data by utilizing detailed
document tracking and reporting tools
• Obtain peace of mind with our 24x7 AS2
server availability, management monitoring
and technical support

With the security and reliability of AS2 comes numerous complexities
that can become barriers to economical operations if not managed
resourcefully. If you are struggling to efficiently manage an AS2 program
or find a way to comply with an AS2 mandate, you are not alone. That’s
why we designed and implemented Managed AS2 Services that give you
access to the technology, people, and processes required to overcome
barriers such as:
• Administering the digital certificate process
• Deploying certified software
• Integrating AS2 within the existing infrastructure
• Maintaining additional points of integration day-to-day
• Managing all the trading partner connections
• Sourcing and retaining the right communications expertise
Whether your company is a large enterprise striving to concentrate on
core competencies, a medium business aiming to improve trading
partner relationships and streamline communications, or a smaller
organization needing to quickly communicate with a trading partner
through AS2, our Managed AS2 Services can help. By delegating your
AS2 management to EasyLink, you employ us to simplify the on-boarding
and implementation, host the infrastructure, and manage the operation.

Our strength becomes your strength.
Rely on us.

Managed AS2 Services

We simplify the equation, making our strengths work for your business.
We combine the skills of our people with proven processes and advanced tools to provide the foundation for establishing, managing and
maintaining your AS2 initiative.
• Utilizing our eBusinessReady-certified AS2 Service helps you implement AS2 without disrupting your EDI operations and
infrastructure or adding personnel for on-going maintenance and support.
• Relying on our communications experts enables you to deploy your resources where they count.
• Using the document tracking and reporting tools gives you heightened visibility on your trading partner communications.
We host it, making our infrastructure work for your business.
Our IT best practices including deployment of the infrastructure in a protected data center, highly trained professionals and business
continuity practices assures availability, security and reliability.
• Leveraging our AS2 support and infrastructure eliminates the need for that structure within your organization.
• Relying on our backup and disaster recovery practices gives you peace of mind about service availability.
• Employing our software gives you access to the latest releases of certified AS2 software.
• Utilizing our engineering staff ensures resolution of firewall issues and complex configuration issues.
We manage it, making our expertise work for your business.
Our e-commerce acumen, AS2 know-how and outsourcing capabilities allow us to deliver high-quality services tailored to fit your
business.
• Capitalizing on our operation of your AS2 processes, applications and infrastructure frees you from day-to-day management tasks.
• Relying on us to manage digital certificates, including the renewal process, allows you to focus on other business activities.
• Leveraging our real-time alerts and a document tracking systems gives you control of vital business communications.
• Allowing us to manage your trading partner connections eliminates multiple connection points for you.

Our experience in AS2 goes back to the early days of 2001 when the AS2 standards emerged. Since that time, we have handled virtually
every type of AS2 requirement and configuration for a wide variety of business, ranging from the supplier who requires to a single
connection to the large enterprise hiring us to manage their AS2 program. You too can benefit from the latest technology, best practices
and proven processes at less cost.

To learn more, call 1.800.624.5266
or visit www.easylink.com/edi

